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Equity in allocating carbon dioxide removal quotas
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The first nationally determined contributions to the Paris Agreement include no mention of the carbon dioxide removal (CDR)
necessary to reach the Paris targets, leaving open the question of how and by whom CDR will be delivered. Drawing on existing equity frameworks, we allocate CDR quotas globally according to Responsibility, Capability and Equality principles. These
quotas are then assessed in the European Union context by accounting for domestic national capacity of a portfolio of CDR
options, including bioenergy with carbon capture and storage, reforestation and direct air capture. We find that quotas vary
greatly across principles, from 33 to 325 GtCO2 allocated to the European Union, and, due to biophysical limits, only a handful
of countries could meet their quotas acting individually. These results support strengthening cross-border cooperation while
highlighting the need to urgently deploy CDR options to mitigate the risk of failing to meet the climate targets equitably.

C

arbon dioxide removal (CDR) enables separation in space
and time between emissions and mitigation, thereby granting humanity a second chance to balance past and present
emissions and do it in the most cost-effective manner1,2. The Special
Report on Global Warming of 1.5 °C published by IPCC (SR1.5)
confirmed that, under all mitigation scenarios, large-scale CDR will
be needed over the twenty-first century to compensate for ongoing
emissions and counteract residual ones from hard-to-abate sectors,
such as agriculture or aviation1,3,4. Despite this, none of the nationally determined contributions submitted to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) explicitly
states an intention to deploy CDR technologies or practises, excluding occasional mentions of land-use change and forestry measures,
particularly in those of large forested nations5. Furthermore, there
have been limited efforts to identify individual national responsibilities for CDR, with discussions avoiding the essential issue of how
and by whom CDR will be delivered6–9, which is crucial to achieving
the Paris goals4,7,10–15.
Here we analyse the application of a set of widely accepted
effort-sharing mechanisms based on equity principles previously applied to allocate mitigation efforts and burdens1,16–21—
Responsibility, Capability and Equality—to distribute ‘fair’ CDR
quotas among UNFCCC parties.
With the gradual adoption of net-zero emissions targets22,23
implying a greater reliance on CDR and, following previous works
that advocate for the definition of negative emissions targets13,24, we
allocate the CDR efforts separately from existing mitigation targets. This separation may incentivize governments to deliver CDR
in addition to rapid emissions reduction22–24, while helping ensure
that promotion of CDR would not undermine emissions reductions24. Hence, dealing with CDR in parallel could mitigate the risk
of relying on CDR as an offset to compensate for ongoing emissions
or being used as a mitigation deterrent14,24–26 and could also aid in
developing tailored policy instruments to incentivize and accelerate
the large-scale deployment of CDR. In this context, allocating CDR
efforts based on equity principles could also shed light on whether
upcoming national pledges meet the expectations set by the fairness

norms16,18,27–32, while providing a sound starting point for policy
negotiations on how to share efforts fairly33.
After sharing CDR quotas across UNFCCC countries, we assess
the CDR quotas in terms of technical feasibility and compare them
with domestic potentials to deliver CDR since, unlike mitigation
actions, it is constrained by biophysical limits. For this analysis,
we focus on the European Union (EU) as an illustrative multinational case given its longstanding leadership role in international
climate policy6,9,34 and its history of sharing out its international
obligations. In particular, we investigate national CDR potential
considering a portfolio of three illustrative CDR alternatives: direct
air carbon capture and storage (DACCS) as an engineering option;
reforestation as a natural climate solution; and bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) as a hybrid method. BECCS and
reforestation have emerged as essential in most scenarios examined
by Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs)1,35. Compared to other
options available, BECCS has the advantage of removing CO2 from
the atmosphere while simultaneously delivering biorenewable and
reliable energy36–39. DACCS consumes large amounts of energy but
avoids some potential pitfalls of the massive scale-up of BECCS,
such as competition for land, water and nutrients or societal barriers40. To date, DACCS is hardly included in IAMs even though it
may play a key role in the portfolio of mitigation strategies41. The
remaining CDR options, most of which are seldom represented in
IAMs42,43, are omitted here owing to their lower technological readiness levels, ecological risks and lower potentials4,8,40,44–47.

Fair allocation of global quotas

According to the latest IAM projections, a cumulative global CDR
ranging from 348 to 1,218 GtCO2 should be delivered by 2100 to
limit global warming to 1.5 °C (ref. 1). This wide range depends on
several factors such as the extent to which mitigation actions will be
delayed and the discount rate used22,35,46–49. For this study, we allocate a global CDR quota of 687 GtCO2 (as used in the IPCC SR1.5
‘middle-of-the-road’ P3 scenario1) to 176 of the 197 UNFCCC parties following Responsibility, Capability and Equality principles. For
each country, quotas are derived on the basis of control variables
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linked to each equity principle, whose values may vary over the time
(see Methods for details of calculations and data).
Following the Responsibility (or proportionality) principle,
which relates liability for climate change damage with responsibility for its solution, CDR efforts would increase with greater accumulated historical emissions. Any allocation of these emissions
will provoke controversy, for example, production-based versus
consumption-based emission accounting, or the starting date for
assessing historical liability17,50. Notwithstanding this, we establish
national allocations of negative emissions proportional to cumulative per capita CO2 emissions (using a production basis) since 1850,
the earliest date for reliable emissions data, through 201751–53.
By contrast, the Capability (or ability-to-pay) principle establishes that countries better able to solve a common problem should
contribute more, which implies wealthier countries are assigned a
greater share of CDR efforts. This principle is consistent with the
UNFCCC’s call to address climate change ‘in accordance with […]
respective capabilities’ of individual countries. Per capita gross
domestic product (GDP), often taken as a measure of ability-to-pay,
is used here as the control variable.
Finally, according to the Equality (or environmental justice)
principle, every individual should have the same right to be protected from pollution. Hence, equal per capita CDR is here enforced
across countries irrespective of current (or past) emission levels and
economic capability.
The application of these equity principles results in different
cumulative CDR quotas through to 2100 being allocated to each
UNFCCC country and yields different combinations of countries
taking the lead on CDR efforts (Fig. 1).
For the Responsibility principle, seven countries—Kuwait,
Estonia, Luxembourg, United States, United Kingdom, Czech
Republic and Canada—would shoulder 25% of the global CDR
effort. Some of these countries are not at present among those with
the most carbon-intensive portfolios54.
In contrast, according to the Capability principle, wealthier countries would lead the CDR actions, with Luxembourg, Norway, Japan,
Switzerland, Denmark, the Netherlands and Austria accounting for
roughly 21% of the cumulative CDR efforts. Given the link between
affluence and energy consumption55, Capability and Responsibility
principles would be expected to lead to similar quotas. In practice, a
mismatch is sometimes observed, whereby countries such as France
would be assigned a 35% lower quota using the Responsibility principle. This is due to its early move towards low-carbon electricity,
shifting from an oil-dominated mix in 1970 to a nuclear-based portfolio by 198554. By contrast, the United States would be allocated
a CDR quota 175% higher with the Responsibility principle relative to Capability. The Responsibility principle, therefore, favours
countries taking early mitigation actions, where early investments
in CDR to balance domestic carbon emissions would be rewarded
with reduced quotas in the future.
Under the Equality principle, more populous countries would be
assigned most of the CDR effort, with five countries (India, China,
Nigeria, United States and Pakistan) being allocated more than
41% of cumulative CDR in 2100. In contrast, the least populous
countries such as small island nations (for example, Dominica or
Malta), Iceland, Estonia or Luxembourg would contribute marginally (that is, 50 countries would contribute jointly <1% of global
CDR altogether).
At a regional level (Fig. 1 pie charts), we observe that according
to the Responsibility and Capability principles, most CDR efforts
would be carried out by OECD countries (38% and 54% respectively). In contrast, the Equality principle would require Asia to
provide most of the CDR, with India and China removing 110.8
and 83.7 GtCO2, respectively (more than 28% of the global CDR
required). Country-by-country assessment of quota allocations
across the EU is provided in the Supplementary Information sec-
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tion on ‘CDR quotas within the EU in absolute terms’ (see also
Supplementary Fig. 2).
The various fairness principles lead to substantially different outcomes between countries17. For instance, Equality leads
to the most extreme outcomes across countries with an almost
27,000-fold difference between the maximum and minimum
quota (and around 1,300-fold and 2,000-fold for the Capacity and
Responsibility principles, respectively), while the largest difference between approaches corresponds to the Republic of Congo—
the Equality quota being almost 1,000 times the Capability quota.
Note that CDR quotas depend not only on equity principles but
also on sharing rules. Specific values could change dramatically if
other sharing rules, still consistent with the same equity principles, were used instead56 (for example, establishing country shares
on a per capita basis instead of in absolute terms, as illustrated in
Supplementary Fig. 3); great disparities would probably persist
across principles and countries.
Ultimately, policy-makers and negotiators would have to agree
on the fair distribution of the CDR efforts. In practice, any allocation should involve combining different fairness arguments to avoid
biases in favour or against certain countries16,20,30,33. As an illustrative
example, the Supplementary Information describes quotas arising
from a multicriteria approach based on a voting system that may
happen in climate negotiations and agreements (Supplementary
Fig. 1) where higher weights are assigned to those principles benefiting the most countries. Although such approach produces intermediate quotas lying in between those of the core equity principles,
disparities between countries still prevail.
Whilst the global CDR to be delivered may be achievable in
aggregate, there is no guarantee every country possesses a sufficient
natural biogeophysical endowment to unilaterally meet its quotas.
Indeed, some countries may fail to provide the necessary CDR services while others might have the capacity to exceed their national
obligation. Hence, we evaluate the ability of the countries to meet
their CDR quotas accounting for domestic potential to deploy
BECCS and reforestation as natural endowments, while resorting
to DACCS only limited by the unused storage capacity if needed
(Fig. 2).

EU quotas versus domestic potential

Domestic capacity to deliver CDR with natural resources is ultimately dictated by the distribution of two biophysical factors57,58:
(1) capacity to remove CO2, as given by the availability of biomass
residues as well as land suitable for growing bioenergy crops or
reforestation; and (2) capacity to store captured CO2 in geological
sites or in forest biomes. In this section, we focus on these domestic natural resources, although a country lacking removal potential
could always resort to DACCS provided it had spare CO2 storage
capacity47. Note, however, that other factors excluded from our analysis such as energy demand or high costs might still hinder DACCS
deployment in practice.
We estimate domestic biomass potential for BECCS considering
second-generation biomass from both dedicated bioenergy crops
(cultivated in marginal agricultural land59) as well as forestry and
agricultural residues (assuming sustainable harvesting practises and
deducting competitive uses, such as feeding livestock60). Restricting
the analysis to domestic second-generation biomass is a conservative approach that avoids competition with food production,
while neglecting cooperative strategies based on biomass imports
from overseas.
As for reforestation mitigation potential, we consider ecologically appealing areas converted to forests as well as improved management practises in forests currently under timber production61.
We exclude the option of reforesting/afforesting marginal land,
which is reserved for bioenergy crops yielding higher sequestration
rates per hectare40.
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Fig. 1 | Cumulative CDR quotas by 2100 for the UNFCCC countries according to equity principles. a–c, Responsibility quotas (a), Capability quotas
(b) and Equality quotas (c). Countries are coloured according to their quota so that the darker the shade, the larger the quota and the more CDR is needed
(countries in grey, no data available). Pie charts show the results aggregated into the five regions consistent with the IIASA SSP database77 (OECD, includes
the countries in the OECD as of 1990; REF, reforming economies of Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union; ASIA, Asian countries with the exception
of the Middle East, Japan and Former Soviet states; MAF, countries of the Middle East and Africa; LAM, Latin America and the Caribbean; see the full list of
countries in each region in Supplementary Table 2).
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Fig. 2 | Comparison between the CO2 removal and storage potentials in each EU country and the quotas derived from the equity principles. National
CDR quotas for each principle are depicted with different markers (circles for Responsibility, squares for Capability and triangles for Equality). The
domestic CDR potential for each EU member state is given by the vertical bars, where the left-hand side stacked bars denote removal potential (energy
crops, forestry and agricultural residues and reforestation plus DACCS) and the right-hand side stacked bars provide the CO2 storage potential (deep
saline formations, depleted hydrocarbon fields and coal fields as well as reforested areas). Countries are sorted in increasing order of their natural
domestic potential considering the most limiting factor between removal and storage (depicted by a horizontal red line). Aggregated EU potentials are also
provided with pie charts, which follow the same colour code as the bars. Country labels correspond to the official ISO3 code abbreviations, with those in
bold indicating sufficient CDR natural potential to meet quotas in all cases. Error bars depict the conservative and optimistic scenarios for both removal
and storage potentials in each country (see Methods for a detailed sensitivity analysis).

The CO2 storage potential is derived from current best estimates of suitable geological sites in deep saline formations, depleted
hydrocarbon fields and coal fields62,63. All sites are assumed to be
fully accessible, although sociopolitical barriers may limit exploitation in practice26. Restocking existing forests and improved management practises also contribute to storage potential.
Ultimately, matching sources and sinks implies that the CDR
services capacity of an individual country is constrained by the
least of its indigenous removal and storage potentials. Since some of
these estimates are uncertain, a sensitivity analysis was performed
to derive conservative and optimistic scenarios. Details of these calculations are described in the Methods.
Comparing natural potentials (omitting the use of DACCS) and
principles-based CDR quotas (Fig. 2) reveals that 25 of 28 member states would be unable to comply with all principles (22 of 28
when allocating the budget on a per capita instead of total basis, see
Supplementary Fig. 4). Even considering optimistic natural CDR
estimates, only Spain, France and Romania would be able to meet
all principles. By contrast, at the EU level, there would be enough
natural potential to deliver the CDR required for the Equality principle. Indeed, total EU CDR natural potential substantially exceeds
the total amount required (compare the 32.9 GtCO2 needed for
the EU in Fig. 1c to the 92 GtCO2 in the rightmost pie chart of
Fig. 2). However, even assuming full cooperation (summing natural removal and storage potentials across member states), the EU
would still be unable to meet its overall Capacity and Responsibility
quotas for any scenario evaluated.
The analysis of the mismatch between quotas and natural potentials on a regional basis shows that for the Responsibility principle
four countries would be able to meet their cumulative quota acting independently (Spain, France, Italy and Romania). Similar patterns arise when applying the Capability and Equality principles;

again, only a few countries would be able to meet their quotas acting purely domestically. For the Capacity principle, Italy would not
meet its quota as it lacks both sufficient biomass resources and storage. By contrast, under the Equality principle, 21 countries could
meet the less stringent quotas acting alone. Conversely, some countries, such as Belgium, Cyprus, Luxembourg and Malta, would be
unable to meet any quota domestically due to limited biomass and
storage resources.
Countries limited by biomass resources could deploy DACCS
to increase their removal potential until exhausting their geological storage, yet this would lead to larger costs due to its high
energy requirements1,22. For example, the United Kingdom, which
has insufficient biomass resources to meet its Capability quota
(7.1 GtCO2 versus 11.9 GtCO2) but has enough geological storage
capacity (14.4 GtCO2), could deploy DACCS to remove the additional 4.8 GtCO2 by 2100 (see grey bar in Fig. 2). This, however,
would require 1,757 TWh of electricity (more than five times the
annual electricity generation in 2018) and an amount of heat of
7,000 TWh (refs. 64,65; almost eight times the UK natural gas demand
in 201866).
Quotas might be further compromised due to the uncertainty
that surrounds estimates of both biomass potential and storage
capacity. In practise, some onshore storage sites, such as saline formations under Berlin or Paris, are unlikely to be viable due to social
acceptability considerations and underground CO2 storage bans are
already in place in some German Lander26. For example, under pessimistic estimates, Spain would not be able to meet its Capability
quota due to insufficient biomass resources and storage (see Fig. 2).
Taken together, this highlights the importance of international
cooperation within the EU and beyond27. Cooperation with non-EU
countries such as Norway would significantly alleviate CO2 storage constraints26 while biomass resources could be imported from
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange
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These results show that to meet long-term CDR goals, actions
(developing CO2 storage for BECCS and restocking forests) need
to start as early as possible to exploit the potential of available
resources69, more so considering that CDR natural potentials are
subject to many uncertainties such as varying biomass yields or
risks of drought or disease70. Moreover, factors such as availability
of transportation infrastructure for both biomass and CO2 storage,
political feasibility, social acceptance and legitimacy concerns14,69
might hamper timely delivery of CDR when it is ultimately required.
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Fig. 3 | Comparison between temporal CDR natural potentials with
the quotas for all equity principles in Germany. The y axis provides the
cumulative CO2 storage capacity, while the x axis (presented in reverse
order to reflect the decrease in cumulative potential as years of inaction
go by) corresponds to the cumulative removal capacity. The country CDR
natural potentials through 2100 are given by dash-dotted lines, horizontal
for storage and vertical for removal. CDR quotas for each principle are
depicted with different markers (circles for Responsibility, squares for
Capability and triangles for Equality). Unattainable quotas at a particular
time will be located either above the horizontal storage lines and/or to the
left of vertical removal lines.

countries with abundant resources such as Brazil67, thus reducing
the dependence on the less mature and costly DACCS.

Temporality of CDR natural potentials

During growth, CO2 accumulates in biomass68, so a country seeking
to attain its maximum removal potential by 2100 should start using
all available opportunities (marginal land, biomass residues and
reforestation) today and continue to do so over the policy horizon.
BECCS resources must be harvested and used immediately, and the
CO2 permanently stored in geological sites, to avoid the re-release of
biogenic carbon during natural biomass decay; otherwise, the whole
process would only be, at most, carbon neutral. As for reforestation, carbon benefits depend on sink saturation which sets an upper
bound on forest carbon uptake.
A temporal analysis of CDR natural potentials is carried out to
explore the implications of delaying deployment of BECCS and
reforestation. As an illustration, the feasibility of meeting CDR quotas domestically in Germany is examined (Fig. 3). We consider different scenarios, each assuming all available biomass resources start
being used in a different year (2020, 2030 and so on), yielding a
maximum cumulative potential when starting in 2020 and zero in
2100 (further details in Methods). This assumption reflects CDR
opportunities lost by not exploiting biomass resources in each passing year.
Temporal analysis uncovers the risk of Germany, amongst others,
failing to meet its quotas if actions are delayed beyond mid-century.
Indeed, Germany would be unable to meet its Capability quota if
its suitable land is not reforested before 2096 due to opportunities missed to sequester CO2, while the same holds for its Equality
quota if deployment of BECCS and reforestation actions are delayed
beyond 2072. Even in the case of its Responsibility quota, attainable only by complementing natural removal with DACCS (Fig.
2), delaying biomass-related actions would lead to greater reliance
on DACCS (range 2.3–12.7 MtCO2) which would result in turn in
extra costs.
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange

The equitable allocation of CDR quotas requires asymmetric efforts
from countries that are inequitably endowed to deliver CDR due
to biophysical limits. Each underlying equity principle leads to
different regional quotas, most of them out of the reach of countries when considering only domestically available natural options
such as BECCS, reforestation and their geological storage capacity.
Delaying the deployment of these CDR options will only worsen the
situation, such that even well-endowed countries may fail to meet
their quotas or be forced ultimately to rely on still immature and
more costly alternatives such as DACCS.
After assessing the viability of relying on a portfolio of CDR
options including BECCS, reforestation and DACCS, international
cooperation and incentives for the large development of CDR seem
inevitably necessary. CDR options beyond those considered here
are currently under-represented in IAMs1,71, which calls for further
efforts to integrate them into modelling tools72,73.
An international CDR supply chain, encompassing coordinated
activities undertaken in various countries, seems to be necessary to meet the long-term Paris goals and avoid drastic demand
side-measures and lifestyle changes. This will require deeper cooperation among countries, guided by tailored policy instruments
aiming at incentivizing the early deployment of CDR options and
avoiding myopic decisions allowing CDR only as an offset to compensate for ongoing emissions.
Designing such multiregional CDR supply chains poses many
challenges due to the unavoidable asymmetric distribution of efforts
and the complexity of managing CDR separately from conventional
mitigation9,74. However, allocating CDR alongside mitigation targets but treating them separately will enable progress to be monitored and policies tailored so as to foster international cooperation.
Technology-oriented agreements, such as mandates or incentives
for investments in CDR options will be needed, for example by
rewarding countries storing carbon73,75. Alternatively, collective
action could be spurred by sharing out the potential global savings from cooperation27, therefore, decoupling the removal of
atmospheric CO2 (effort-sharing) from the country paying for it
(burden-sharing)16.
Separating out negative emissions accounting would also imply
revisiting existing carbon trading systems or creating a parallel market for CDR to incentivize the deployment of CDR strategies24,74. For instance, credits could be established by monetizing
co-benefits of negative emissions within the framework of the EU
emissions trading scheme76. In this context, countries with CDR
potential could provide net negative emissions and, via a central
authority (for example, the European Commission or the United
Nations), sell them as offsets to a third country. Another option is to
develop transfers mechanisms from present polluters to future CDR
actions24,75. Emerging voluntary carbon offsetting schemes could
provide a means to promote natural climate solutions such as afforestation or remunerating permanent geological storage, particularly
if these liabilities could be aggregated to provide market scale.
Building the global partnership needed for an efficient CDR
solution will not be easy owing to technical, political, regulatory,
accounting and social acceptability challenges. However, potential
mutual benefits are large; indeed, the most plausible and realis-
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tic pathways to meet our ambitious climate goals may be through
strengthening CDR cooperative actions. In the end, the distribution
of the CDR efforts is an open discussion but our results can guide
political decisions towards an equitable implementation in practice.
In light of our results, and considering the urgent need for negative
emissions, we conclude that a transparent and separate allocation
of CDR efforts based on common objectives, technical limitations
and equity principles may be crucial to incentivize and accelerate
the implementation of CDR measures alongside more ambitious
mitigation efforts.
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Methods

Cumulative CDR quotas based on equity principles. Different equity principles
and sharing rules have been put forward in the literature in an attempt to find
fair allocations of mitigation efforts among countries. The way these principles
are implemented is not unique, with some principles being consistent with more
than one effort-sharing rule or formula, and certain rules being consistent with
more than one principle17,56. Without loss of generality and recognizing the
ethical importance of other equity notions33 (see limitations in the Supplementary
Information), we here consider a set of principles comprising three out of the
four core equity categories contemplated by the IPCC—Responsibility, Capability
and Equality—which correspond to the three first out of the six categories of
existing effort-sharing approaches16,17,21. Each effort-sharing approach follows a
certain sharing rule (equation (1)) to allocate the global cumulative CDR13 among
UNFCCC countries on the basis of the values of three control variables, each
linked to a different equity principle. Due to data gaps, our analysis considers
176 out of the 197 UNFCCC parties (see list of countries in Supplementary
Table 2). An alternative effort-sharing rule, based on the same equity principles
but allocating shares on per capita (instead of absolute) CDR is provided in the
Supplementary Information for illustrative purposes. Note that, in our analysis, we
focus on allocating CDR separately from mitigation; however, since the final global
amount of CDR to be shared will depend on the positive emissions, this should be
done while simultaneously allocating a positive carbon budget (further discussion
on this limitation is presented in the Supplementary Information). Treating both
budgets separately could help ensure that promotion of CDR would not undermine
emissions reductions24.
Regardless of the sharing rule adopted, cumulative quotas should be revised
periodically (every x-year cycle) to ensure they capture the actions taken over
the horizon and, therefore, the changes in the control variables. We reflect this
dynamic evolution in our calculations by considering future prospects for both the
control variables and the yearly global CDR and integrating them over time. In the
case of allocating absolute CDR, this is illustrated in equation (1).
CCDRIND
i;p ¼

2100
Z
2020

CVi;p ðt Þ
P
YCDRGLO ðt Þdt
i0 CVi0 ;p ðt Þ

8i; p

ð1Þ

Here, CCDRIND
i;p is the cumulative CDR quota by 2100 for country i according
to principle
p (expressed in MtCO2), CVi,p(t) is the value of the control variable
I
(CV) for country i (i’) and principle p as a function of time (expressed in
principle-dependant units), and YCDRGLO(t) is the global yearly CDR as a function
of time (in MtCO2 yr–1). In practice, this integral is solved numerically using the
chained trapezoidal rule, whereby the integration interval is first partitioned
into subintervals and then the trapezoidal rule is applied to each of them. The
policy horizon is discretized into subintervals of ten years of duration each, for
which we estimate the values of the yearly global CDR and the control variables.
Specifically, the yearly global CDR in time t ( YCDRGLO
) is determined for each
t
subinterval (2020, 2030, etc.) from the medianI cost-optimal pathway estimated
from the IAMs, as provided in the illustrative model pathway corresponding to
a middle-of-the-road scenario P3 in the IPCC SR1.5 (refs. 1,78). According to this
scenario, cumulative gross CDR of 687 GtCO2 should be delivered globally by
2100 to limit global warming to 1.5 °C. From the scenario results, we split the net
emissions over the horizon into gross positive and gross negative emissions (CDR),
defining a CDR budget that will be allocated to the countries and assuming that at
the same time there will be mitigation targets constraining gross positive emissions.
The control variables (CVi,t,p, for convenience denoted as CVi,p(t) in equation
(1)) vary over time, thus affecting the quotas calculated for every principle. For
the Responsibility principle, the control variable corresponds to the aggregated
historical per capita CO2 emissions, as shown in equation (2).
X emi;t0
CVi;t;p ¼
8i; t; p ¼ Responsibility
ð2Þ
pop 0
t0

i;t

Here, emi,t′ denotes the production-based CO2 emissions of country i in accounting
year t’ MtCO2 yr–1, which are sourced from the Community Emissions Data
System79 and the Global Carbon Atlas51–53; while popi,t′ is the population of country
i in year t’, expressed in million people, as retrieved from the World Development
Indicators54 for 1950–2017 and from data by Steffen et al. for earlier periods80.
Without loss of generality, we use data for the period 1850–2017, thus disregarding
emissions prospects from 2018 onwards. Note, however, that these data could also
be incorporated when available.
In the case of the Capability principle, the per capita GDP is used as the control
variable, as given by equation (3):
CVi;t;p ¼

GDPi;t�Δt
popi;t�Δt

8i; t ≥2020 þ Δt; p ¼ Capability

ð3Þ

In equation (3), GDPi,t and popi,t correspond, respectively, to the GDP (billion
2010 €) and total population (million people) for country i in year t, and Δt is the
time elapsed between 2 yr in which quotas are updated (every 10 yr). Equation (3)
computes the CDR shares assigned to a country in a year t from the value of the

control variable in the previous interval (for example, shares for 2030 are estimated
from values of the control variable in 2020). In the calculations, we use real data
for the GDP per capita based on purchasing power parity and population in 2010,
while for later periods they are forecasted independently. The countries’ GDPs
are projected according to the Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2 narrative (SSP2,
middle-of-the-road scenario), which considers two time spans and three income
groups77,81. We assume 1.4%, 4.0% and 3.7% annual average GDP per capita growth
for high-income, middle-income and low-income countries, respectively, between
2010 and 2040, and 0.9%, 1.9% and 3.3% growth rates, respectively, onwards. For
projections on population, we use the mean scenario from the United Nations
World Population Prospects82 for the whole policy horizon.
Finally, the Equality principle uses the population as control variable (see
equation (4)).
CVi;t;p ¼ popi;t�Δt

8i; t ≥2020 þ Δt; p ¼ Equality

ð4Þ

As with the Capability principle, the CDR shares are obtained from the value of
the control variable (the population) in the previous interval. Historical data are
used for 2010, while the mean scenario from the United Nations World Population
Prospects82 is taken for subsequent years along the policy horizon.
As aforementioned, these control variables are also used to derive the
country shares of quotas on a per capita basis, as described in the Supplementary
Information.
Cumulative CDR potential from BECCS and reforestation. Cumulative national
CDR potentials of BECCS and reforestation are limited by two factors: (1) the
capacity to remove CO2 from the atmosphere via bioenergy crops cultivation or
reforestation of suitable areas and (2) the capacity to store the CO2 captured both in
dedicated geological sites and in the biosphere (forest biomes).
For the former, we consider second-generation biomass resources, namely
growing biomass crops as well as collecting biomass residues from other uses
(forestry and agriculture). We estimate the potential for sustainable production
of dedicated crops following a geographic information system-based approach
and assuming that the marginal agricultural land available in each EU country59
is cultivated with the most efficient biomass crop in terms of CO2 removed per
hectare (Extended Data Fig. 1a). To this end, we consider three candidate energy
crops—Miscanthus, switchgrass and willow—with region-specific carbon contents
and yields83–85, from which the annual CO2 removal capacity (in GtCO2 ha–1 yr–1) is
estimated.
Regarding biomass residues, we consider the annual availability of agricultural
straw residues60 as well as woody residues from both agriculture and forestry86.
All the data used assume a sustainable scenario, that is, are based on sustainable
harvesting practises and deducting other competitive uses such as animal
feeding and bedding or mushroom cultivation. In the case of woody residues,
the biomass potential (measured in m3 overbark as provided by IINAS86) is in the
first place transformed to energy by assuming a 8.7 PJ mm–3 overbark conversion
factor87, and then to mass by considering a 15.1 GJ t–1 of biomass ratio88. These
second-generation annual estimates (variable AnBioPot, as illustrated in Extended
Data Fig. 1b) are then added up over the policy horizon to derive the total
cumulative biomass potential by 2100 (Extended Data Fig. 1c). This biomass
potential will be maximum if all resources are exploited starting from 2020. The
biomass estimates are conservative in the sense that more productive land, as well
as additional residues (for example, municipal solid wastes) and imports from
outside the EU, neglected in our study, could increase the countries’ potentials.
Note that, on the other hand, all life-cycle emissions occurring along the supply
chain, from harvest to power plant, would need to be considered as well, since they
would reduce the final net CDR delivered by BECCS in practice67.
Regarding the CO2 storage capacity of each EU country, we apply conservative
estimates of suitable geological potentials in deep saline formations, depleted
hydrocarbon fields and coal fields provided by the GeoCapacity project62,63.
Regarding the reforestation potential, we consider both reforestation and
natural forest management practises61. Reforestation refers to the conversion
from non-forest areas (with less than 25% of tree cover) to forest in ecologically
appealing areas. Natural forest management refers to improved practises in forests
under timber production such as delaying harvests or adopting reduced-impact
logging practices. From the original estimates of the potential to reforest61,
we excluded those areas overlapping with the marginal land data59 to avoid
double counting. Our calculations omit afforestation (that is, growth of forest in
non-forest biomes) to avoid competition for marginal land, which is reserved for
dedicated energy crops, yielding greater CO2 removal per hectare compared with
forest growth (that is, higher land-use intensity)40. We assumed that the saturation
of the annual reforestation CDR potential (that is, the period after which the forest
reaches the steady-state) occurs after 30 yr, while the natural forest management
annual potential corresponds to the whole time horizon (that is, 80 yr).
Reforestation contributes to both removal and storage potentials since the CO2 is
removed from the atmosphere during the plant growth and then fixated.
For the temporal analysis, we also explore the option of delaying biomass
exploitation (both for BECCS and reforestation) to a certain year onwards. This
would translate to a linear decline of the cumulative potential along the policy
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange
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horizon, as illustrated by the red arrows on the right-hand side of Extended Data
Fig. 1c.
Sensitivity analysis. Uncertainties on removal and storage potentials were
modelled using three scenarios—nominal, pessimistic and optimistic (depicted
with error bars in Fig. 2). The nominal scenario corresponds to the central value
in the original sources, while the pessimistic and optimistic values consider the
variability of the values of the parameters across alternative sources. More precisely,
for Miscanthus, switchgrass and willow yields, we considered the low, median
and high yields reported in the original reference36. Uncertainty in marginal land
availability was defined as follows. The nominal and optimistic values were taken
from the original source59, while following Fritz et al.89, the pessimistic scenario
was defined by downgrading by 69% the nominal marginal land data, which have
been proved to overestimate the real potential. We keep the nominal and optimistic
values from the original source since more land could be eventually released in
the future through efficiency improvements in agriculture or dietary changes90.
In the absence of specific data, uncertainty on residues was defined by setting
bounds of ±20% on the original nominal values. For the reforestation potential, the
nominal value and uncertainty range were sourced from the original work61. We
downscaled the uncertainty values provided at the global level to the country level.
Hence, the sequestration mitigation potential varies in the range 0.27 (pessimistic
scenario) to 1.76 (optimistic scenario) of the nominal estimates in both the global
and domestic cases (see details of the calculations for the nominal scenarios in the
previous section in Methods). Finally, the uncertainty range for carbon storage
was set to ±20% of the nominal values, as uncertainty was omitted in the original
source62. These data on removal and storage potentials should be updated when
new estimates become available. Note that the reliability of this sensitivity analysis
is limited by the availability of data.

Data availability

All raw data supporting the findings of this study can be procured through the
referenced literature. Data used for the figures are publicly available online at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3741428 or from the corresponding author on
reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Estimation of temporal CDR potential. Subplot (a) illustrates the procedure followed to estimate the annual removal natural
potential in each country, which is translated into a certain amount of CO2 accumulated yearly in biomass resources as shown in subplot (b). Subplot (c)
provides the cumulative removal natural potential resulting from adding up annual potentials over the time horizon. Each series (in green) corresponds to
the situation where all annual resources are used from a certain year (that is, 2020, 2030, and 2090) onwards. The removal natural potential lost due to
delaying actions is provided for each of these years with red arrows located at the right-hand side of the plot.
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